
Integrating Active Rules in U-DatalogVincenzo Gervasi and Alessandra Ra�aet�aDipartimento di InformaticaUniversit�a di Pisafgervasi,raffaetag@di.unipi.itAbstractThe marriage between logic programming and databases has given rise to the de�ni-tion of deductive databases. These systems allow the users to express data manipulationsand queries in a declarative way, and permit e�cient storage and retrieval of intensionalknowledge.Another improvement in the database �eld has come from the use of active rules, linkingthe occurrence of certain events to a reaction (e.g., updates of some data). This kind ofrules has proven to be very useful to ensure integrity constraints and to automatize commonprocedures.This paper presents an integration of active rules in U-Datalog, which is an extensionto Datalog supporting declarative speci�cation of updates based on a nonimmediate updatesemantics. The resulting language, called Active-U-Datalog, extends the semantics of U-Datalog in a conservative way, introducing a PARK-like semantics for active rules activationand �ring, and for handling conicting update requests.Keywords : Deductive databases, Active rules, Semantics.1 IntroductionThe evolution of database languages in recent years has been driven by two main goals.The �rst one has been to avoid any procedural description of the operations to perform onthe database. The advantages of abstracting from the actual implementation of the data storeare obvious: there is no need to know anything about the underlying data representation, thusallowing for easier \program" expression and separation of database engines evolution fromlinguistic issues. The widespread use of SQL and its derivatives, both as actual query and datamanipulation languages and, more recently, as high-level protocols to interact with heterogen-eous data repositories, is the most remarkable success of declarative languages in this �eld. Thenatural evolution of this research has led to the use of logic-based languages, like Datalog [1, 23],LDL++ [29] or RDL [13], that add deductive power to the simple databases we were used towork with. These deductive databases can e�ciently handle vast amounts of derived knowledge,moving most semantic issues from (di�use) \applicative logic" to (centralized) database design.The second main goal has been to make the databases smart about the data they contain.This need is particularly evident when dealing with consistency issues; one could well ask that asemantic-aware database could react correctly to changes to the data it contains, updating otherdata accordingly, in order to maintain consistency. Besides maintaining integrity constraints,these capabilities are desirable to automatize common procedures (e.g., having an order shippedwhen the stock is low, or applying a discount when the stock is too high). This need hasled to the design of active databases, in which events of various kinds (both internally- andexternally-generated) may cause the �ring of so-called \active rules". Also in this case knowledgeabout the data semantics and the design of the database is moved into the database itself,thus simplifying applicative software and reducing the chance for consistency-breaking datamanipulations. The �eld has produced various results, both commercial [2, 14, 19] and academic[7, 9, 12, 16, 20, 21, 26, 27] (the latter usually being more exible than the former). However,the experience with these languages has often exposed the lack of a clear, uni�ed and formalfoundation for active rules [25].These two approaches to improve database management systems are not in opposition,but rather they can be composed almost freely to attain the desired functionality. In givinga semantics to these active-deductive languages, two main approaches emerged: to unify the



di�erent paradigms under a common semantics (often by using compilative techniques) [6, 15,18, 22, 28], or to integrate speci�c semantics [8].In this paper, we follow the latter approach. We present an integration of deductive andactive databases by extending U-Datalog [4, 17] with a support for active rules in the style ofthe PARK semantics [11]; we call the resulting language Active-U-Datalog. U-Datalog is anextension to Datalog supporting declarative speci�cation of updates based on a nonimmediateupdate semantics. U-Datalog is well suited to such an extension thanks to its clean design,that concentrates on deductive issues without polluting the de�nition with unrelated needs. Onthe other hand, the PARK semantics is very exible in its approach to conicting updates, asubject that U-Datalog does not handle in a satisfactory way. Moreover, the PARK semanticsleaves wide freedom in the choice of a conict resolution policy, a virtue that can prove usefulin implementing di�erent strategies.In section 2, we give an overview of U-Datalog and of Active-U-Datalog. In section 3 wegive the formal syntax of Active-U-Datalog, and in section 4 its semantics. Some �nal remarksfollow.2 Overview of U-Datalog and Active-U-DatalogWe present here an overview of U-Datalog and we refer to [17] for a complete description.Let us consider pairwise disjoint sets of constants �, predicate names � and variables V .Terms range over �[V and predicates are de�ned as usual on �. � is divided into two disjointsets: extensional (�e) and intensional (�i) predicates. Update operations are expressed byextensional atoms pre�xed with + and � to denote respectively insertions or deletions.A U-Datalog program (or database) consists of an extensional database (EDB), that is aset of ground extensional atoms, and an intensional database (IDB), that is a set of rules of thefollowing form: H  U1; : : : ; Ui; Bi+1; : : : ; Bn: n � 0where Uj is an update and Bk is a (�e [ �i;�; V )-atom and H is an intensional atom. [17]considers databases which are safe through invocation by a query. A rule is safe if each variablein the head appears in a (�i [ �e;�; V )-atom in the body; it is safe with respect to a query ifit is safe or rendered safe by bindings from the query.A simple transaction T is a rule with no head. A complex transaction is a sequence oftransactions, denoted by T1;T2.The semantics of U-Datalog is essentially given in three steps: in the �rst one, the markingphase, the updates found during the evaluation process are collected, without executing them.Then, in the update phase, the requested updates are checked for consistency, that is all therequested updates must be ground and they must not be opposite (+p(a) and �p(a) must notbe both requested). If the set of updates is not consistent the transaction is aborted and all theupdates discarded. The third step is related to the execution of complex transactions.In integrating active rules in U-Datalog, we want to extend its syntax and semantics in aconservative way [10]. In doing so, we augment U-Datalog programs with a set of active (Event-Condition-Action) rules. In this paper, we consider as events only updates, but the extensionto other kind of events (temporal, system-de�ned. . . ) is not di�cult. Conditions are actuallyqueries on the deductive part of the program, and are evaluated with regard to the intermediatestate of the computation. This is needed to allow active rules to react to the current (possiblyinconsistent) state and take appropriate actions to assure desired properties of the �nal state.Conict resolution is handled by a parametric conict resolution policy; this assures thatno conicting updates will still be present during the update of the database. This approachallows us not to abort a transaction in case of conicts (as happens in U-Datalog): we try tosolve conicts and in the worst case, when the computation requires non-ground updates, wedo not modify the database, but we do not need to abort.Our actions are sets of updates. We allow for more than one update in an action so thatthe database designer can express atomic sets of updates (we could call them sub-transactions),with the intended meaning that, if the conict resolution policy forbids one of the updates inthe set, none of the updates in the set will be requested anymore.



3 Syntax of Active-U-DatalogWe consider a �xed (�;�; V )-language. � is partitioned into three sets of symbols: �e theextensional predicate symbols, �i the intensional predicate symbols and �u the update predicatesymbols de�ned as �u = f+p;�p j p 2 �eg.An Active-U-Datalog program can be seen as a U-Datalog program (EDB[ IDB) to whichwe have added a set of active rules AR. We call deductive part the U-Datalog program andactive part the set of active rules.De�nition 1 (Active-U-Datalog syntax) An Active-U-Datalog program P = IDB[EDB[AR consists of the extensional database EDB, of the intensional database IDB and of a set ofactive rules AR. The EDB is a set of ground extensional atoms. The IDB is a set of rules ofthe form H  U1; : : : ; Un; B1; : : : ; Bmwhere B1; : : : ; Bm is the query part (Bi is a (�i[�e;�; V )-atom), U1; : : : ; Un is the update part(Ui is a (�u;�; V )-atom), and the head H is a (�i;�; V )-atom. The update and query partcannot be both empty.The AR is a set of rules of the formE1; : : : ; En; B1; : : : ; Bm ! U1; : : : ; Ukwhere E1; : : : ; En is the event part (Ei is a (�u;�; V )-atom), B1; : : : ; Bm is the condition part(Bi is a positive or negative (�i [ �e;�; V )-atom) and U1; : : : ; Uk is the action part (Ui is a(�u;�; V )-atom) which cannot be empty.A simple transaction or query T is a rule of the deductive part with no head and with anon-empty query part; a complex transaction is a sequence of transactions T1;T2.We will always assume that our programs are safe with respect to a query.Example 1 In a corporation, employees are assigned to a single department; each employee ispaid according to his or her level. When a department is deleted, all its \chieves" (that is, allemployees of certain levels) are moved to a special \available personnel" list, while the othersare simply �red. We want to express this policy by using active rules.EDB: dep(toys). chieflevel(3). chieflevel(4).emp(john). level(john,2). assign(john,toys).emp(mary). level(mary,4). assign(mary,toys).IDB: chief(E)  level(E,L), chieflevel(L).AR: �dep(D), assign(E,D) ! �emp(E).�emp(E), chief(E) ! +avail(E).�emp(E) ! �assign(E, ), �level(E, ).In response to the query \�dep(toys)", the �rst active rule asks for the deletion of every em-ployee working in \toys". This request activates the third rule, that deletes the assignment andlevel of john and mary, and the second one, that puts mary in the available list.4 SemanticsWe present the semantics of Active-U-Datalog in three steps. In the �rst step, we computethe model of the IDB given the initial EDB and collect the set of bindings that satis�es thequery and the requested updates. This step corresponds to the marking phase in U-Datalog.In the second step, we compute the semantics of the active part of the program, accordingto the model and the updates collected in the �rst step. The result of this step is the set ofupdates requested either from the deductive and/or the active part, in which any conict hasbeen solved by a parametric policy. Finally, we describe how the two semantics �t together andhow we apply the computed updates to the EDB, thus obtaining the new database state.The observable properties of the transaction we want to model are the set of bindings (theanswer), the new database state and the indication of success (commit/abort) of the transactionitself.



4.1 Deductive part semanticsThe semantics for the deductive part is given by de�ning a bottom-up operator T analogous tothe immediate consequences operator of standard logic programming. This operator is de�nedover an extended Herbrand Base B containing atoms of the formH  U whereH is a (�i[�e)-atom and U is a set of updates. The meaning of such an atom is thatH is true, and its evaluationrequests the updates in U .De�nition 2 (Immediate consequence operator) Given an Active-U-Datalog program P ,we de�ne the immediate consequence operator TP : 2B ! 2B as follows:TP (I) = f A U j A U 2 B ;H  U1; : : : ; Un; B1; : : : ; Bm; is a renamed apart clause of PB0r  U r 2 I; 1 � r � m� = mgu ((B1; : : : ; Bm); (B01; : : : ; B0m))A = H�U = (U1; : : : ; Un; U1; : : : ; Um)�1gwhere the function mgu returns an idempotent mgu.Notice that the rules involved in this de�nition are only of the deductive part because the headH is a (�i [�e)-atom. The operator T is continuous on the lattice (2B ;�), and we use it tode�ne the �xpoint semantics for the deductive part.De�nition 3 (Fixpoint semantics) Given an Active-U-Datalog program P , we de�ne the�xpoint semantics F of P as follows: F(P ) = TnP (;)Since the domain is �nite, the least �xpoint is reached in a �nite number of steps (n) [5].Example 2 Let us consider the following Active-U-Datalog program P without active rules:EDB: t(a). r(b).IDB: p(X)  q(X),+r(X)q(X)  s(X)q(X)  r(X)s(X)  t(X),�r(X)The least �xpoint computation is as follows:T 0P (;) = ;T 1P (;) = ft(a); r(b)gT 2P (;) = ft(a); r(b); q(b); s(a) �r(a)gT 3P (;) = ft(a); r(b); q(b); s(a) �r(a); q(a) �r(a)gT 4P (;) = ft(a); r(b); q(b); s(a) �r(a); q(a) �r(a); p(a) �r(a);+r(a);p(b) +r(b)gT 5P (;) = T 4P (;), so we reached the least �xpoint F(P ).1As a shorthand, we write (U1; : : : ; Un; U1; : : : ; Um)� for fU1�; : : : ; Un�g [ U1� [ : : : [ Um�.



A set of updates U is consistent if it contains no opposite updates, i.e. if +r(~t) and �r(~t) arenot both in U .It is worth remarking that the evaluation of an atom can lead to inconsistent updates asshown in the previous example, where (for instance) the evaluation of p(a) requests the updates�r(a);+r(a). Di�ering from [17], where inconsistent updates are never introduced in the model,we include them and resolve the conicts during the active rules evaluation (section 4.2).Before introducing the set-oriented semantics we give two auxiliary de�nitions:De�nition 4 Given a set of bindings b and a transaction T , we de�nebjT = f(X = t) 2 b j X occurs in TgDe�nition 5 Given a substitution � = fV1  t1; : : : ; Vn  tng we de�neeqn(�) = fV1 = t1; : : : ; Vn = tngWe de�ne the (set-oriented) semantics of a simple transaction T with regard to a programP , using its model built by F .De�nition 6 (Query answers) Given an Active-U-Datalog program P and a simple trans-action T = (U0; B1; : : : ; Bn), we de�ne the operator Set as follows:Set((U0; B1; : : : ; Bn); P ) = f hb; Ui j Ai  U i 2 F(P ); 1 � i � n� = mgu((B1; : : : ; Bn); (A1; : : : ; An))b = eqn(�)jTU = (U0; U1; : : : ; Un)� gIn U-Datalog, only pairs with consistent updates are inserted in Set. On the contrary, we releasethis restriction, deferring again the conict resolution at the next step.Example 3 Let p(X); q(X) be a query to the program P of example 2. Then,Set((p(X); q(X)); P ) = f hfX = ag; f�r(a);+r(a)gi; hfX = bg; f+r(b)gi g4.2 Active part semanticsDuring this phase, we follow the PARK semantics proposed in [11]. This semantics is particu-larly suited to a deferred-update approach, like the one we used in the previous step, and addsconsiderable exibility in that it uses a parametric policy to resolve conicts.This semantics builds an auxiliary model, in which we are interested only in the updateatoms needed to trigger active rules and to obtain the new EDB. To this end, we de�ne abottom-up operator whose domain is B� = fa;+a;�a j a 2 Bg where B is the standardHerbrand Base. A subset of B� is an i-interpretation (where the \i" stands for intermediate).An i-interpretation is consistent if it does not contain any opposite atoms, i.e. +a and �a.De�nition 7 (Validity) The validity of a ground literal a in an i-interpretation I is de�nedas follows: valid(a; I) = 8<: I \ fa;+ag 6= ; if a = p(~t)I \ fa;+ag = ; or � a 2 I if a = :p(~t)a 2 I otherwiseA positive (�e [ �i;�; V )-atom is valid if it belongs to I or if an update inserting it belongsto I . A negative (�e [�i;�; V )-atom is valid if an update deleting it is in I , or if its positiveatom is not valid. A (�u;�; V )-atom is valid if it belongs to I .De�nition 8 (Puri�cation) Let IDB be the intensional database of an Active-U-Datalog pro-gram P ; we de�ne its puri�ed version dIDB as follows:H  U1; : : : ; Un; B1; : : : ; Bm 2 IDB =) B1; : : : ; Bm ! H 2 dIDB



It is worth noting that a query is provable in dIDB [ EDB if and only if it is provable inIDB [ EDB, with the same computed answers. The puri�cation only avoids the side e�ectsof the query evaluation. Also notice that we reversed the direction of the arrow in order tohave a uniform notation with active rules. No ambiguity can arise since active rules have onlyupdate atoms in their heads, while puri�ed ones have (�i;�; V )-atoms. In the following, wewill generically refer to active and puri�ed rules as \rules". Notice that de�nitions 9, 10, and11 only consider active rules, while subsequent ones work on both kinds of rules.De�nition 9 (Conicts) A pair (r; �), where r is a rule and � is a ground substitution for ris called a rule grounding.Let P be a set of rules and I an i-interpretation for P . Then conicts(P,I) is a set ofmaximal triples of the form (a; ins; del) such that a is a ground atom and ins and del are sets ofrule groundings. For each such triple the following conditions must hold:1. 9 r = l1; : : : ; ln ! u1; : : : ; uk; r0 = l01; : : : ; l0m ! u01; : : : ; u0s; r; r0 2 P , and9 �; �0 ground substitutions such that� 8 1 � i � n; valid(li�; I),� 8 1 � i � m; valid(l0i�0; I),� 9 i; j: 1 � i � k ui = +l0; 1 � j � s u0j = �l00 and a = l0� = l00�0.2. For all possible r, r0 and �, �0, satisfying condition 1 above, (r; �) 2 ins and (r0; �0) 2 del.A triple (a; ins; del) 2 conicts(P; I) is called a conict.The previous step (de�nitions 2 and 6) could have produced conicts; we are now going toresolve them via a parametric policy.De�nition 10 (Conict resolution policy) Given an extensional database EDB, a set ofrules P , an i-interpretation I and a conict c, we de�ne sel(EDB; P; I; c) as a total functionwith codomain finsert; deleteg.The intended meaning of sel(EDB; P; I; (a; ins; del)) is to choose if the atom a, object of theconict, should be inserted in or deleted from I , thus e�ectively choosing which of the conictingupdate requests should prevail. This is obtained by preventing the rule instances in one of thetwo sets from �ring.[11] presents a number of common policies, and discusses their advantages and disadvantages.We point out here just two of the most common ones. The principle of inertia states that bothof the conicting updates should be discarded, e�ectively leaving EDB in the same state asbefore with regard to a (in our framework, this can be obtained by returning insert if a wasalready in EDB, delete otherwise). The rule priority policy, found in systems such as Ariel[12], Postgres [20] and Starburst [27], assumes that each rule has a (static or dynamic) priorityassociated with it; sel returns insert or delete as needed to preserve the update requested by thehighest-priority rule. Other policies, like voting schemes and user queries, are also reasonable,but the �nal choice is better left to the particular application.De�nition 11 (Blocked rule instances) Given an extensional database EDB, a set of rulesP , a conict resolution policy sel, and an i-interpretation I, letX = fdel j (a; ins; del) 2 conicts(P; I) and sel(EDB; P; I; (a; ins; del)) = insertgY = fins j (a; ins; del) 2 conicts(P; I) and sel(EDB; P; I; (a; ins; del)) = deletegWe de�ne then blocked(EDB; P; I; sel) = (Sx2X x)S�Sy2Y y�Example 4 Let us consider the following extensional database EDB and the set of rules P :



EDB: t(a,a). t(a,b). r(a).P: r1 t(a,X) ! p(X)r2 s(X), r(X) ! p(X)r3 +s(X),t(X,Y) ! +q(X)r4 +s(X),t(X,Y) ! �q(Y)r5 +s(X) ! +q(b)r6 +q(X),p(X) ! �t(X,X)Given an i-interpretation I = ft(a; a); t(a; b); r(a);+s(a)g, we have thatconicts(P; I) = f (q(a); f(r3; fX  a; Y  ag)g; f(r4; fX  a; Y  ag)g);(q(b); f(r5; fX  ag)g; f(r4; fX  a; Y  bg)g) gNow, let us suppose that the conict resolution policy sel is such thatsel(EDB; P; I; (q(a); f(r3; fX  a; Y  ag)g; f(r4; fX  a; Y  ag)g)) = insertsel(EDB; P; I; (q(b); f(r5; fX  ag)g; f(r4; fX  a; Y  bg)g)) = deleteThen, we have thatblocked(EDB; P; I; sel) = f(r4; fX  a; Y  ag); (r5; fX  ag)gTo solve the condition part of an active rule, we want to use the knowledge in the deductivepart. However, in exploiting this knowledge we work under di�erent conditions with respect towhat we did in section 4.1:� the resolution of a condition should not a�ect the state of the EDB. To obtain this, weforbid any side e�ect (i.e., updates) during the resolution process of a condition;� conditions should be checked against the current state of the EDB, in order to take intoaccount the updates requested by the active rules.De�nition 12 (Immediate consequence operator) Given a set of rules P , a set of blockedrule instances B, and an i-interpretation I, we de�ne �P;B(I) as the smallest set U satisfyingthe following conditions:� I � U ;� If r = l1; : : : ; ln ! u1; : : : ; uk 2 P and � is a ground substitution for r such that{ (r; �) 62 B{ 8 1 � i � n; valid(li�; I)then fu1�; : : : ; uk�g � U�P;B is continuous on the lattice (B�;�).Example 5 Given the de�nitions of example 4, with B = blocked(EDB; P; I; sel), we obtain�P;B(I) = ft(a; a); t(a; b); r(a);+s(a); p(a); p(b);+q(a);�q(b)gNotice how the use of blocked has prevented the insertion of any conict in �P;B(I).De�nition 13 (Bi-structures) A bi-structure hB; Ii consists of a set B of blocked rule in-stances and an i-interpretation I. We de�ne an order relation on bi-structures as follows:hB; Ii � hB0; I 0i , � B � B0 orB = B0 and I � I 0Moreover, given A and B bi-structures, A � B � (A = B _ A � B)



De�nition 14 (� operator) Given a set of rules P , an extensional database EDB, a bi-structure A = hB; Ii, a set of ground (�e [ �i;�; V )-atoms I � I, and a conict resolutionpolicy sel, we de�ne�P;sel;I(A) = � hB;�P;B(I)i if �P;B(I) is consistenthB [ blocked(EDB; P; I; sel); Ii otherwiseNotice that the poset of bi-structures, ordered by �, is a cpo, and that �P;sel;I is continuouson this domain. Moreover, the least �xed point can be obtained in a �nite number of stepsbecause the cpo itself is �nite.Theorem 1 Given a set of rules P , a conict resolution policy sel, a bi-structure A = hB; Ii,and I = I n f�a j �a 2 Ig, the following statements hold:1. A � �P;sel;I(A)2. �!P;sel;I(A) is a least �xed point of �P;sel;I3. if �!P;sel;I(A) = hB0; I 0i, then I 0 = lfp(�P;B0)4.3 Integrating deductive and active semanticsIn this section we show how the two semantics presented above �t together and how the resultof a transaction is computed.We are interested in modeling as observable property of a transaction the following informa-tion: the set of answers, the database state, and the result of the transaction itself (i.e. Commitand Abort).De�nition 15 (Observables) An observable Oss is a triple hAns;EDB;Resi where Ans isa set of bindings, EDB is an extensional database and Res 2fCommit, Abortg. The set ofobservables is Oss.We now de�ne a function which takes an i-interpretation and the current extensional data-base and returns the new extensional database obtained by executing the updates in the i-interpretation.De�nition 16 (Updates incorporation) Given an i-interpretation I and an extensionaldatabase EDB, we de�neincorp(I;EDB) = (EDB n fa j �a 2 Ig)[ fa j +a 2 IgFinally, we de�ne an auxiliary operator that transforms the requested updates collectedduring the �rst step into active rules.De�nition 17 (Updates as rules) Given a set of rules P and a set of updates U , we de�nePU = P [ f ! �a j �a 2 UgNow, we can give the Active-U-Datalog semantics.De�nition 18 (Active-U-Datalog semantics) Given an Active-U-Datalog program P (withEDB extensional database, IDB intensional database, and AR active rules), a transaction T anda conict resolution policy sel, the semantics of a transaction T is denoted by the function Semde�ned as SemP;sel(T ) = SDAIDB;AR;sel(T )(h;;EDB;Commiti)where the function SDAIDB;AR;sel(T ) : Oss ! Oss is de�ned as follows:



If T is a simple transaction, thenSDAIDB;AR;sel(T )(Ossi) = � hAns; incorp(I;EDB);Commiti if OKh;;EDB;Commiti otherwisewhere Ans = fbj j hbj; uji 2 Set(T; P )gU = [ ujhB; Ii = �!(dIDB[AR)U ;sel;EDB(h;;EDBi)OK � U is groundIf T is a complex transaction T1;T2, thenSDAIDB;AR;sel(T1;T2)(Ossi) = SDAIDB;AR;sel(T2)(Ossi+1)where Ossi+1 = SDAIDB;AR;sel(T1)(Ossi)It is worth remarking that our semantics never produces aborts caused by conicts, di�er-ing from [3], augmenting, therefore, the successful computations. This is possible due to thepresence of the active part, and especially of the conict resolution policy. Moreover, note thatthe \otherwise" case discards all changes to the EDB if a non-ground update is requested. Thesemantics of a complex transaction is simply given by the sequential composition of the updatesof its components, since none of them can abort. Besides, this semantics discards the answerto the �rst transaction, to stay close to the approach in [3].Example 6 Let us return to the corporation we met in example 1. We want that, when adepartment is closed, all its chieves are moved to a di�erent department, while the remainingpersonnel is �red. This policy is expressed by the following Active-U-Datalog program P :EDB: dep(toys). chieflevel(3). chieflevel(4)emp(john). level(john,2). assign(john,toys).emp(mary). level(mary,4). assign(mary,toys).IDB: chief(X)  level(X,L), chieflevel(L).chief of(X,D)  assign(X,D), chief(X).close move(D,B)  �dep(D), +emp(X), +assign(X,B), chief of(X,D).AR: �dep(D), assign(E,D) ! �emp(E).�emp(E), assign(E,D), level(E,L) ! �assign(E,D), �level(E,L).+assign(X,D), assign(X,B), :(B=D) ! �assign(X,B)+assign(X,D), :dep(D) ! +dep(D)Let us compute the semantics of the query T = close move(toys; shoes), using the inertialconict resolution policy sel (that is, always leave the extensional database untouched when aconict arises).First, we compute the �xed-point semantics of the deductive part of P (de�nition 3):F(P ) = f dep(toys), chieevel(3), chieevel(4), emp(john), level(john,2),assign(john,toys), emp(mary), level(mary,4), assign(mary,toys),chief(mary), chief of(mary,toys), close move(toys,B) �dep(toys),+emp(mary), +assign(mary,B) gThen, we compute the query answer (de�nition 6):Set(T; P ) = f h ;, f�dep(toys), +emp(mary), +assign(mary,shoes)g i gThe set of requested updates is thus



U = f �dep(toys), +emp(mary), +assign(mary,shoes) gand, since it is ground, we are in the \OK" case of the SDAIDB;AR;sel de�nition and so we cancompute the active part semantics.The puri�ed IDB (de�nition 8) is the following:dIDB: level(X,L), chieflevel(L) ! chief(X)assign(X,D), chief(X) ! chief of(X,D)chief of(X,D) ! close move(D,B)so the set of rules P 0 = (dIDB[ AR)U we use in the computation of �! is:dIDB: r1 level(X,L), chieflevel(L) ! chief(X)r2 assign(X,D), chief(X) ! chief of(X,D)r3 chief of(X,D) ! close move(D,B)AR: r4 �dep(D), assign(E,D) ! �emp(E).r5 �emp(E), assign(E,D), level(E,L) ! �assign(E,D), �level(E,L).r6 +assign(X,D), assign(X,B), :(B=D) ! �assign(X,B)r7 +assign(X,D), :dep(D) ! +dep(D)from U : r8 ! �dep(toys)r9 ! +emp(mary)r10 ! +assign(mary,shoes)The computation of �!P 0;sel;EDB proceeds as follows (we denote with hBi; I ii the bi-structurecomputed at the i-th step):�0P 0;sel;EDB(h;;EDBi) = h;;EDBi�1P 0;sel;EDB(h;;EDBi) = h;; I0 [ f+assign(mary ; shoes);+emp(mary);�dep(toys); chief (mary); chief of (mary ; toys)giNow, in the computation of �P 0 ;;(I1) a conict arises:�P 0 ;;(I1) = f dep(toys), chieevel(3), chieevel(4), emp(john), emp(mary), level(john,2),level(mary,4), assign(john,toys), assign(mary,toys), +assign(mary,shoes),+emp(mary), �dep(toys), chief(mary), chief of(mary,toys),close move(toys,. . . ), �emp(john), �emp(mary), �assign(mary,toys),+dep(shoes) gThe conict is c = (emp(mary); fhr9; ;ig; hr4; fD = toys; E = marygi); since we are using theinertial conict resolution policy, sel(EDB; P 0; I1; c) = insert, thus blocking (r4; fD toys; E  maryg). The computation proceeds without further conicts and the least �xpoint of �P 0 ;sel;EDBislfp(�P 0;sel;EDB) = hfhr4; fD toys; E  marygig;fdep(toys); chieflevel(3); chieflevel(4); emp(john); emp(mary); level(john; 2);level(mary; 4); assign(john; toys); assign(mary; toys);+assign(mary; shoes);+emp(mary);�dep(toys); chief(mary); chief of(mary; toys); close move(toys; : : :);�emp(john);�assign(mary; toys);+dep(shoes);�assign(john; toys);�level(john; 2)giWe can now incorporate the updates in the EDB, thus obtaining EDB0:EDB0 = incorp(I;EDB) = f chieevel(3), chieevel(4), emp(mary), level(mary,4),assign(mary,shoes), dep(shoes) gFinally, SemP;sel(T ) = SDAIDB;AR;sel(T )(h;;EDB;Commiti) = h;;EDB0;Commiti
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